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Our specially trained clinical practitioners have already responded to a number of
major incidents this year in countries and locations around the world;

FLAGGING UP CCP’s GLOBAL REACH 

BRADFORD FIRE – 30 YEARS ON  

traumatic incidents, through a
coordinated approach. This
resulted in the launch of CCP.

In the intervening 30 years much has
improved in both the attitude and
response to trauma care, as well as
general safety at football stadia.

However, our thoughts are and
always will be with those people who lost their
lives on that spring afternoon.  

LOOK WHO’S TALKING! 

CCP Clinical Partner Kevin Tasker was among the
experts invited to speak at the Association of
Independent Tour Operators’
Conference in Cordoda, Spain.

Kevin, a specialist clinician in trauma
aftercare services with vast experience in
the travel sector, discussed with delegates
the value of psychology in a travel crisis. 

May 11 this year saw the 30th anniversary of  the Bradford City Stadium
Fire, when 56 fans attended a football match, and never came home.  

The founder of  CCP, Michael
Stewart, led the award-
winning Bradford Council
emergency response team
which helped the bereaved
and survivors in the months
following the tragedy.

It was during those darkest of
days that Michael saw an opportunity to extend
this specialist support to those involved in major
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Joanne was previously part of the
senior management team at St Mary’s
Sexual Assault Referral Centre in
Manchester, and has over 13 years’
experience working with survivors of
rape, sexual violence, childhood sexual
abuse and child sexual exploitation.
She has really hit the ground running

and is already proving to be a great asset to the team.

JOANNE JOINS THE CCP FAMILY
“We are hugely grateful to CCP
for their speedy response and the

exceptional level of  support they provided
following these difficult events. Everyone

involved said CCP’s input and advice was of
enormous benefit and we are now planning
to involve them in our pre-season winter

training next season.”

Hugh Walton, Executive Director,

MORE CLIENTS CHOOSE CCP 

BA Holidays and Cosmos Tours are the latest
companies within the travel sector to appoint CCP to
provide specialist trauma care to staff  and customers.

If you are looking at improvements to your trauma care
provision contact CCP now and find out more about the
services we provide. Call 01756 796383 or click here 

Holidays

RAPID RESPONSE TO OVERSEAS INCIDENTS

CCP’s rapid response to traumatic incidents abroad
helped staff  from specialist tour operator Hotelplan,
and its customers, deal with the aftermath of  a coach
crash in the Alps which left a number of  passengers
injured, and the tragic resort death of  a young man.
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